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MISSION REPORT
SIMULATOR SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT

PROJECT AND TASK NO.
PROJECT TITLE
SPECIAL TASK TITLE

UNDP.-CPR/91/221 Activity: 2.1.8 I IAEA:CPR/4/015 Task-01
Manpower Development for Safe operation of NPPs
Simulator Software Development

Research Institute of Nuclear Power Operation (RINPO), a national
institute under China's National Nuclear Corporation (CNNC), is in
charge of technical support and research work as well as all the nuclear
power plant safety operation related work to ensure safe operation of
NPP in China. Currently it has two primary objectives. The fisrt
objective is to development a nuclear power plant analyzer and the
second objective is to develop and build a full scope nuclear power
plant simulator, in which both tasks will be using Qinshan Nuclare Power
Plant as the reference NPP, a 300 MWe PWR power plant operated by
Qinshan Nuclear Power Co. (QNPC).

RINPO recently bought a copy of simulation software development and
support system software from S3 Technology Co., Columbia, Maryland,
U.S.A. Also a joint venture with Russia and S3 Technology established
an organization to development the full scope simulator software. RINPO
alone is actively trying to set up a national laboratory and start
development of the nuclear power plant analyzer to support and research
work related to the operation of NPPs.

From my past experience and also a couple of examples that happened
to the industry recently (Westinghouse and ABB companies) proves, that
for a well experienced engineer with a strong specific background it
would take twe (2) to four (4) years of time to sucessively develop
either a high fidelity core neutronics code and an advanced core
thermohydraulics model or a full scope simulator. For RINPO, under the
current facilities and with the quality and experience of their people,
it may take even a longer period of time to achieve their objectives,
which means that the Qinshan Nuclear Power Plant will not have a plant
specific simulator to train and to qualify the plant operator for at
least another three (3) years. For a 300 MWe Nuclear Power Plant to be
operated by not well trained people to assure its safe operation in the
next three (3) years, it will not be a good situation for the world,
therefore, I strongly suggest that UN (IAEA) should allocate more funds
to help RINPO establish sound 'training programs' and also help purchase
a plant specific full scope simulator or at least, a well developed core



neutronics and core thermohydraulics model to start with inorder to
speed them towords their achievement of their objectives. In doing
this, it will not only help them to train and qualify their operators to
safely operate the nuclear power plant but will also help the world to
demonstrate safe use of nuclear energy.

The duities of the mission to RINPO was to give a series of
Seminars titled 'Simulator Software Development1 covering the two
subject areas:

* Modeling of core neutronics
* Modeling of primary thermohydraulics

The following is a detailed summary of the two weeks mission at RINPO
Wuhan, P.R.0.C.:

05/12/93
Due to the delay of flight CZ 304 from Hong Kong to QuangZhou on
December 5 resulted in my missing of flight CZ 1348 from QuangZhou
to Wuhan. The next flight CZ 3348 from QuanZhou to Wuhan was also
delayed by more than 3 hours from the scheduled 14:20 to 17:30. I
arrived in Wuhan at 18:45 and did not see any people from RINPO and
the next day I was told that RINPO's people had waited in the
airport until 18:00 when they were told that flight CZ 3348 had
been cancelled.

06/12/93
I contacted Mr. Yan Jun by 8:00 a.m. and took the arranged
transportation by RINPO. I arrived at my office at 1:30 p.m., in
which I had made a stop for lunch on the way.

I discussed the schedule and scope of courses and various other
miscellaneous subjects related to the development of general full
scope simulator technology.

07/12/93
Settled down at a hotel close to the RINPO office during thbe
morning.

Courses started at 1:30 p.m. and covered the following topics:
* Evolution of the simulation software and hardware from 1970 to

the present.
* Introduction to all the nuclear power plant simulator vendors

in North America and their history.
* Kinetics model design principles and concepts and current

successive models approach.

08/12/93
Continued courses with the following topics:
* Kinetics model assumptions.
* Amplitude function derivations and equations solving.
* Shape functions derivations and equations solving.



* Core Globe Koff and Eigenvalue calculations.
* Nodal Koo, with Ak,

8**00, Ak,Doppler/ Ak,
Xe and Ak,8" corrections.

* Nodal power p, and neutron flux <pt calculations.
* Real time software development technique.
* Core neutronics data pre-process method.
* Initial condition (IC) data preparation and IC establishment.
* Slow time and fast time concepts and handling.

09/12/93
Continued courses with the following topics:
* How to optimize the model results to match core power and flux

distribution at desired states.
* Ranges in which model may cause discrepencies and the solution

to these discrepencies.
* Model defects which will be difficult to resolve under current

computer technology resources.
* Interface with thermohydraulics systems, Nuclear

instrumentation systems, control rod drive systems, Boron
control systems.

* Model tunning constants handle.
* Data communication among systems.
* How to categorize datapool/ local variables.
* How to decide SNAPSHOT variables.

10/12/93, 11/12/93, 12/12/93, 14/12/93
Continued courses with the following topics:
* Kinetics Model Modulization and Computer code structure and

design.
* Demonstration of Exitech's advanced thermohydraulics and

core neutronics model.

15/12/93
Continued courses with the following topics:
* Thermohydraulic feedback to core Neutronics model.
* Introduction of the advanced thermohydraulics model.
* Differential form of conservation equations of two phase

mixture, vapor, liquid, non-condensible gases, and
radioisotopes and Boron.

* Differential form of energy conservation equation.
* Differential form of momentum conservation equation.
* Integrating method of differential conservation equation.

16/12/93
Continued courses with the following topics:
* Integrating of momentum equation and its constituents

solutions.
* Definitions and solutions of integral momentum.
* Calculations of inertia and momentum contributions.
* Calculations of thermohydraulics core cell volumetric flow

rate.



17/12/93

18/12/93

Calculations of thermohydraulics main steam line and reactor
core loops volumetric flow rate.
Calculations of the two phase mixture volumetric flow rate,
core cell source, and dt-lta pressure.
Introduction and applications of phasic volumetric flow rate -
drift flux model.

Attended an official city tour of Wuhan arranged by RINPO.

Attended an official tour of RINPO facilities arranged by
RINPO.
Left Wuhan for Chengdu in afternoon. Original plans were to
leave Wuhan for Chengdu on 19/12/93 but there were no
•availible flights that day therefore, my choices were to leave
21/12/93 or on 18/12/93. So I decided to leave a half day
earlier on 18/12/93 instead of two days later.

Chiachu Peter FENG
IAEA Consultant

December 1993


